Stay Out
Positive for Plan
New Commishes
Chatham Needs Own Plan
Annexation
Rural Character/Density
Roads
Lake
Taxes
Traffic
Utilities
Citizen Involement
Cary Council Rep
Schools

52
9
12
24
26
55
15
6
23
12
11
10
13
6

Other
Lighting Levels
"Very informative, thanks for the joint effort (x2)"
"Publish these results (x4)"
"Send Q&A before meeting next time"
"Stop clear cutting (x4)"
"Slow down, too much too fast"
"Walking & bike paths - not sidewalks"
"Thanks for the opportunity to learn"
""It is suggested that a maximum density of R-80 be adopted for the study area"
"Cary is a cancer on the body of Wake County"
"The meeting of smoke & mirrors"
"Cary only wants our taxes, they just cut the Fire Dept. because they could not pay. Now crime is going up also."
"This "joint" meeting was a farce."
"Does this mean the only alternative is development?"
"If I am inside the so called critical area, what does this mean for me and my family? Is my property going to go down in value?"
Critical Area (x3)
"What's Up? No presentation?"
Rather be part of Durham than Cary (x3)

Other
"Very informative, thanks for the joint effort (x2)"
"Publish these results (x4)"
"Send Q&A before meeting next time"
"Stop clear cutting (x4)"
"Slow down, too much too fast"
"Walking & bike paths - not sidewalks"
"Thanks for the opportunity to learn"
""It is suggested that a maximum density of R-80 be adopted for the study area"
"Cary is a cancer on the body of Wake County"
"The meeting of smoke & mirrors"
"Cary only wants our taxes, they just cut the Fire Dept. because they could not pay. Now crime is going up also."
"This "joint" meeting was a farce."
Schools (x6)
"Does this mean the only alternative is development?"
"If I am inside the so called critical area, what does this mean for me and my family? Is my property going to go down in value?"
Critical Area (x3)
"What's Up? No presentation?"
Rather be part of Durham than Cary (x3)

own in value?"

